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Uncertainty Estimation by Monte Carlo Simulation
Applied to Life Cycle Inventory of Cordless Phones
and Microscale Metallization Processes
Anders S. G. Andræ, Patrik Möller, Johan Anderson, and Johan Liu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper focuses on uncertainty analysis, that is,
how the input data uncertainty affects the output data uncertainty
in small but realistic product systems. The motivation for the
study is to apply the Monte Carlo simulation for uncertainty
estimation in life cycle inventory and environmental assessment
of microelectronics applications. The present paper addresses the
question whether there is an environmental advantage of using
digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT) phones
instead of global system for mobile (GSM) phones in offices.
This paper also addresses the environmental compatibility of
electrochemical pattern replication (ECPR) compared to classical
photolithography-based microscale metallization (CL) for pattern
transfer. Both environmental assessments in this paper consider
electricity consumption and CO2 emissions and the projects undertaken are two comparative studies of DECT phone/GSM phone
and ECPR/CL, respectively. The research method used was probabilistic uncertainty modeling with a limited number of inventory
parameters used in the MATLAB tool. For the DECT/GSM study
the results reflects the longer DECT technical life which is an environmental advantage. For the electrochemical pattern replication
(ECPR)/classical photolithography based microscale metallization
(CL) study the results reflects the fewer number of process steps
and the lower electricity consumption needed by the ECPR to
reach the functional unit. The difference in results is large enough
to be able to draw conclusions, as the processes, having the highest
electricity consumption within the system boundaries have been
determined. Based on an earlier work, a straightforward method
to include uncertainty for input life cycle inventory data is used
to quantify the influence of realistic errors for input data in two
microelectronic applications. The conclusion is that the ECPR
technology is more electricity efficient than CL in producing one
layer of copper on a silicon wafer having a diameter of 20.32 cm.
Furthermore, the longer technical life of a cordless DECT phone
is reflected in an electricity/CO2 comparison with a GSM phone,
if office use is considered. Reasonable uncertainty intervals, used
for the input life cycle inventory data for the studied DECT/GSM
and ECPR/CL system, does affect the outcome of calculation of
emission of CO2 , but not to the degree that conclusions are not
valid. Different uncertainty intervals and probability distributions
could apply for different types of data and the interrelated input
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data dependencies should be investigated. Today there exist very
few life cycle inventory (LCI) data with the range of uncertainty
for input and output elements. It must be emphasized that the
upcoming LCI databases should have standard deviation characterized LCI data just as the Swiss ecoinvent LCI database.
More inventory parameters and probability distributions characteristic for microsystems could be included and error analysis
should be applied to future life inventory methodology, especially
for future packaging concepts such as system-in-a-package and
system-on-a-chip comparisons.
Index Terms—Classical photolithography metallization, CO2 ,
digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT), electrochemical pattern replication (ECPR), global system for mobile
(GSM), life cycle inventory, Monte Carlo simulation, uncertainty
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

NVIRONMENTAL life cycle inventory and assessment is
a method which is used to quantify the environmental load
and effects associated with a product, process or service. Life
cycle oriented assessment demands a lot of data and information that is not easily obtained or at times not ascertained. Therefore, collecting data with high quality is time consuming but the
author has previously developed a generic life cycle inventory
(LCI) data collection method for electronic products [1]. The
result of an LCI and LCA is limited by the accuracy of the input
data and it is essential to get understanding of the quality of the
LCI data in order to determine if two comparative results are
valid. So far, the LCA case studies published frequently do not
take the LCI data uncertainty into quantitative concern [2]. The
issue of uncertainty for LCI data and its causes has been known
for a long time as an important research topic, but not until the
last few years research has been carried out in this field. The uncertainty in LCA calculations rises rapidly when characterization and weighting is included [3]. Error analysis can roughly be
divided into three areas; gravity analysis, uncertainty analysis,
and sensitivity analysis [2]. This paper focuses on uncertainty
analysis in which it is modeled how the input data uncertainty
affects the output data uncertainty in small but realistic product
systems. The ISO standard for LCA [13] defines and describes
the term product system in more detail.
In the uncertainty analysis, an uncertainty is set to the input
data to see how the output data is affected. The objective of this
study is to introduce a straightforward way to include uncertainty estimations in LCI of microelectronic products and processes. Monte Carlo simulation was used for the uncertainty calculations, as it is a method for solving problems which cannot
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be exactly unraveled but has to be worked out using calculations
performed on a set of random variables. The MATLAB code is
provided in the Appendix, Section IX, enabling another user to
reproduce the calculations. The procedure developed was applied to a comparison between two types of mobile phones, a
DECT phone compared to a GSM phone, and a comparison between a classical photolithographic process and a novel process.
The latter is developed to manufacture micro- and nano structures in conducting materials, based on the patented electrochemically pattern replication process (ECPR) technology [4].
II. EARLIER STUDIES AND APPROACHES
Some problems are easy to formulate but not so easy to solve.
One of those problems can be formulated: Is A better than B
seen from an environmental point of view? The problem is often
to say by which probability we can say that A is better than
B. Often organizations have a clue about which environmental
properties their products have but do not know enough about the
methods or tools to generate a number with known uncertainty
quantifications.
Probability theory is the most common quantitative format for
describing uncertainty and is widely understood. Despite of this,
the inclusion of uncertainty analysis is not common practice in
LCI. It is probably due to the many different types of uncertainty
attached to the LCI data, such as parameter uncertainty, model
uncertainty, uncertainty due to choices, spatial variability, temporal variability, variability between sources and objects because of using different technologies and the number of input
data elements. In fact, only a few percent of published environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) studies have included quantification of uncertainty. [2], [11]. Unfortunately, the tradeoff
between model and data uncertainty is often unquantified and
therefore difficult to evaluate [5].
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is a technique for finding statistical information about a value resulting from calculations
performed on a set of random variables. For a large number of
trials, the frequency distribution of the calculated results should
approximate the true probability distribution of the value of interest [6]. The variant of MCS used in this paper is described in
Section III.
Steen [3] emphasizes the appropriateness of the log-normal
distribution as no negative numerical values can be allowed for
life cycle inventory data. Sandborn [7] used the triangular distribution because both the maximum and minimum values produced by the distribution are controllable. Kennedy et al. [8]
recommend beta distributions for inventory but is it not clear
how accurate the choice of distribution has to be.
Ciroth [9], May [2], Steen [3], Maurice [10], Sonnemann
[11], and Heijungs [12] have done work in the area of quantification of uncertainty in traditional life cycle assessment (LCA).
Heijungs [12] proposed a method for mathematical description
of how the propagation of uncertainties in input data influences
the uncertainty for output data, mainly focusing on inventory
data. Steen [3] generated a method for the calculation of probability and sensitivity figures in a general way for LCA. It has
been used in this paper as it was judged to be sufficiently accurate seen in the light of the aim of the study.

The common denominator for earlier approaches is that although they all differ in technique all suggest or use MCS which
combine sets of data deviating randomly within specified margins. This paper is influenced by their research as the methodology used and developed in this work estimates the quantity of
the variance for two microelectronics applications.
This paper follows the recommendation of Sonnemann et
al. [11] which pointed out the need for uncertainty assessment
studies by MCS for processes other than electricity production.
Deliberately, only one indicator parameter [13] was chosen
for the calculations, as the uncertainty was judged too large for
most characterization and weighting indices currently used in
LCA. CO was chosen as indicator for this research as it is a
global emission and the electronics industry is a global industry.
To the authors’ knowledge, Ram et al. [14] and Schäfer [15]
are the only authors who have compared cordless phones with
cellular from an environmental standpoint but uncertainty analysis was not included. The result of Ram et al. [14] indicated
that the mobile phones had a lower environmental impact per
piece than cordless phones due to lower weight and reduced energy consumption but the present study has a different scope
and electricity consumption calculation procedure. No environmental assessment of photolithographic processes was found in
the literature and so far no MCS has been applied to the systems studied in this paper. The motivation for the study was to
apply the MCS for uncertainty estimation in life cycle inventory
and environmental assessment of microelectronics applications
and another aim was to find out the presupposed environmental
compatibility of the novel ECPR process technology.
The main questions addressed in this paper are as follows.
•
Which uncertainty is allowed for the input data to get
a certain standard deviation for the final result?
•
By which probability can it be stated that one alternative is better than the other?
•
Which input data influences the result the most?
These questions will be answered using four product systems, a
DECT phone compared to a GSM phone and the electrochemical pattern replication (ECPR) versus the classical photolithography based microscale metallization (CL).
III. METHOD
In this section, the uncertainty analysis procedure will be performed through the following steps.
1. Choose an indicator parameter, e.g., CO emission to air,
as basis for the comparison. Calculating a result e.g., using
an LCA software tool makes the choice. Sonnemann [11]
proposed to use the EcoIndicator 99 weighting method
[16] to choose indicator parameters, but in this paper CO
was chosen from global warming potential (GWP).
2. Calculate a base line result of emissions of CO for the
alternatives which are to be compared.
3. Use MATLAB plots to test which standard deviations for
the lognormal distribution that corresponds to guessed
maximum and minimum values representing the fluctuation of input parameters influencing the outcome of the
CO –emission calculation.
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TABLE I
COLLECTED DATA FOR CALCULATIONS; DECT AND GSM

Fig. 1. System boundaries for the comparison between DECT and GSM
phones. The final assembly process of the DECT or GSM phone is not included.
The silicon wafer processing is in reality located before the Standard IC final
assembly.

4. Generate, e.g., 1000 random variables from the
log-normal distribution for the input parameters influencing the emissions of CO .
5. Calculate the result which is the probability for which one
alternative is better than the other. The MATLAB code to
reproduce Figs. 6 and 7 is given in Appendix , Section IX.
6. Calculate for which input data element the output is most
sensitive. Newton’s method [17] was used in MATLAB to
reproduce Tables III and IV. The MATLAB code to calculate the critical error factors is given in the Appendix ,
Section IX.
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A. Application Example I: Mobile Phones in Office
Environment, DECT Versus GSM
This comparison estimates which type of telephone is better
to use in office environments, hypothesising the DECT phone is
superior due to its longer life.
A comparison between two types of mobile phones, a cordless digital enhanced cordless telecommunications (DECT)
phone and a cellular global system for mobile (GSM) phone,
was made. To make the comparison as time efficient and
simple as possible, some basic facts were collected. Seen from
a greenhouse gas perspective, earlier life cycle assessment
studies indicate that some electrical hardware components are
more important than others. [18], [19]. Thus, it was decided to
include the final assembly process of integrated circuits (standard IC), the wafer processing of silicon chips and the final
assembly process of the printed wiring boards (PWB) as well as
the unit process for electricity production from cradle-to-gate.
Both phones apply to the flow diagram and system boundaries
shown in Fig. 1.
The two products can be used in the office environment and
have a comparable functional unit which is defined as one phone
in use during eight years.
Included in the functional unit is a phone usage within the
office and not far outside the office, which would have been
possible for the GSM phone. No uncertainty is assumed in the
functional unit.

:

:

:

:

:

7.14 MJ for eight years.
ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

W=

The data collected for the two phones is summarized in
Table I. The differences between the phones are: the use phase
electricity consumption, the weight of the phone, the weight of
the microcircuits (standard IC), the PWB area, and the silicon
chip surface.
The microcircuits were weighed and the chip surfaces were
estimated. The areas of the printed wiring boards and the numbers of layers were measured. The data for battery capacity,
speech time, standby time, voltage and weight were taken from
technical data sheets. [20], [21].
B. Application Example II: Electrochemical Pattern
Replication Versus Classical Photolithography-Based
Microscale Metallization
Pattern transfer by photolithography is important in the
electronics industry to produce many electronic components
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on a small area. The functional unit in the comparison between
classical photolithography-based microscale metallization
(CL) and electrochemical pattern replication (ECPR) is to
copper on a silicon wafer having
build up one layer of 3
a diameter of 20.32 cm in an additive process, respectively.
Currently in industry, photolithography combined with chemical etching/plating/dry etching/vaporization (CL) is used for
pattern transfer. Each substrate (the silicon wafer) subject of
patterning has to undergo a number of process steps. A typical
additive photolithographic-based process for metallization
of silicon wafers, used for advanced packaging applications,
consists of the following nine process steps.
1. A photo-resist is applied to the substrate by spin coating.
2. The photo-resist may have to be treated with chemicals to
become smoother.
3. The photo-resist is soft-baked in an oven and then cooled
off.
4. The photo-resist is exposed by UV-light through a photo
mask letting the light in according to a certain pattern.
5. The photo-resist is prebaked in an oven thereafter cooled
off.
6. The photo-resist is developed in a liquid bath in which the
photo-resist gets a pattern defined by the exposure.
7. Hard-baking in an oven makes the photo-resist stable after
it must cool off.
8. The substrate is plated using CuSO to transfer the defined
pattern to the active material. The photo-resist protects a
certain area that thus is not removed/plated and structures
on the substrate are received.
9. The photo-resist is removed with different chemicals
(stripping) providing the finished product, a 20.32 cm
layer of copper, is
diameter silicon wafer having a 3
ready.
Using a process (ECPR) developed at Lund Institute of Technology (LTH) and the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH),
Sweden, the pattern definition and pattern transfer is performed
in one single process step. The ECPR has a total processing
time of 30–300 s per copper layer compared to 3600–7200 s for
CL [22]. A unique template with the desired pattern is used for
direct electrochemical replication of the patterned metal layer
(ECPR). For an additive sequence, the ECPR process has the
following steps.
1. A well-defined amount of copper material is deposited in
the master electrode (template).
2. The master electrode and the substrate are pressed together and forms local plating cells. The pattern is replicated on the substrate as the external plating voltage is
applied. The structures have been additively copied to the
substrate providing the finished product.
The industrial use of the additive process was chosen as it is
judged to be the most common. Since the sputtering of a seed
layer step and a final chemical seed etch step is needed for both
traditional processing (CL) and ECPR it is not included in this
comparison. The system boundaries for the CL and the ECPR
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

Fig. 2. System boundaries for CL.

Fig. 3. System boundaries for ECPR.

In Table II, the values for the application examples I and II
are summarized, where
= electricity consumption (MJ) at printed wiring
layer;
board final assembly per
= CO emission (g) when 1 MJ electricity is produced, B is later notated B1, B2, S, and R to be
able to calculate the relative sensitivity of B;
= electricity consumption (MJ) IC final assembly;
= electricity consumption (MJ) IC wafer pro;
cessing per
= weight of ICs (g) for the DECT phone;
= number of
in the DECT phone;
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TABLE II
VALUES AND DISTRIBUTIONS

= number of
Si in DECT;
= speech hours per day;
= idle hours per day;
= battery capacity (Ah) for DECT;
= maximum speech time (h) for the DECT;

= voltage (V) for the DECT phone;
= maximum standby time (h) for the DECT
phone;
= seconds per 220 days during eight years;
= weight of ICs (g) for GSM phone;
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Fig. 4. Total GWP for DECT and GSM within system boundaries. The GSM
phone is assumed to have a service life of two years.

= number of
layers in the GSM phone;
= number of
Si in GSM;
= battery capacity (Ah) for GSM;
= maximum speech time (h) for the GSM;
= voltage (V) for the GSM phone;
= maximum standby time (h) for the GSM phone;
= electricity consumption (kJ) for CL photo resist
application;
= electricity consumption (kJ) CL photo resist
treatment;
= electricity consumption (kJ) for CL soft baking;
= electricity consumption (kJ) for CL UV light
exposure;
= electricity consumption (kJ) for CL prebaking;
= electricity consumption (kJ) CL development;
= electricity consumption (kJ) for hard baking;
= electricity consumption (kJ) for CL plating;
= electricity consumption (kJ) CL stripping;
= electricity consumption in (kJ) for ECPR Cu
deposition on master;
= electricity consumption in (kJ) for ECPR
pressing of master and substrate.

Fig. 5. Total GWP for classical photolithography based microscale
metallization (CL) and ECPR within system boundaries.

and the amount of CO emitted to air from the GSM phone,
is calculated with the following formula:

,

(2)
For the calculation of CO emitted to air from the ECPR, the
following formula is used:
(3)
and for the amount of CO emitted to air from the CL, the following formula is used:
(4)
gives the difference between the DECT and the GSM phones

(5)
IV. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
The process trees for the four product systems were built up in
the LCA software EcoLab 5.3.3 [23], and the electricity figures
were put into the database.
The total results from global warming potential (GWP) for
DECT and GSM phones is shown in Fig. 4 and for the lithographic processes in Fig. 5.
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, CO constitute more than 90% of
the GWP impacts and could therefore be used for further Monte
Carlo simulations.
The amount of CO emitted to air from the DECT phone, ,
is calculated with the following formula:

(1)

The best estimate for is 1700 g CO and for is 3147 this
making
equal to
CO
gives the difference
between the ECPR and the

(6)
The best estimate for is 3.96 g CO and for
equal to

210.93 making

CO
The result shows a clear advantage for the ECPR process. It
could be determined, within the system boundary and with the
input data uncertainty according to Table II, that the probability
of DECT being better than GSM is 90%, as shown by Fig. 6.
This result is under the assumption of a two-year GSM service
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Fig. 6. Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) for emission of CO difference between DECT and GSM when random errors were added to input parameters.
The Y -axis represents the number of random numbers and can, therefore, be interpreted as %.

Fig. 7. Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) for emission of CO difference between ECPR and CL when random errors were added to input parameters.
The Y -axis represents the number of random numbers and can, therefore, be interpreted as %.

time and an eight-year DECT service time. From Fig. 7 it is
shown that the probability of the ECPR being better than the
CL is more than 100%.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7 and the MATLAB codes used to get Figs. 6 and 7
are given in the Appendix, Section IX.
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TABLE III
CALCULATION OF RELATIVE SENSITIVITY FOR INPUT PARAMETERS IN DECT-GSM APPLICATION

TABLE IV
CALCULATION OF RELATIVE SENSITIVITY FOR INPUT PARAMETERS IN ECPR-CL APPLICATION

A. Sensitivity Analysis
In order to identify the input data, which contribute most to
a low significance, critical error factors (CEF) were calculated.
The CEF is the factor by which a certain input data element has
to be multiplied in order to make (5) or (6) zero. The results
of the DECT/GSM phone calculations for the GSM two-year
service time case are shown in Table III and for ECPR/CL in
Table IV. The CEF’s were calculated using Newton’s method
and the MATLAB code used is displayed in Appendix, Section IX.
V. DISCUSSION
This study is limited, but still demands quite a lot of work. The
increase of work with data collection for other components than
microcircuits and printed wiring boards could be imagined, if
uncertainty would be included for more inventory parameters in
the data collection model. Steen’s [3] methodology has not been
exclusively used, but it is well suited for the present study. For
the DECT/GSM study the results reflects the longer service time

of the DECT which is an environmental advantage as illustrated
by Fig. 8.
As shown by Fig. 8, if both phones would have the same
service time, the GSM would be better than the DECT. The
point located at a two-year GSM service time corresponds to
the relationship between DECT and GSM shown in Fig. 4. The
break-even point is just before a six-year GSM service time.
It could be argued if the assumptions made and narrow system
boundaries are appropriate and valid and if another result would
have been obtained if more unit processes had been included.
For both the DECT phone and the GSM phone, the total silicon
chip surface is more uncertain than both the microcircuit weight
and the printed board surface layers, but this would not affect
the conclusions. If the DECT would have four times as long
service time as the GSM it would be an advantage as shown by
the electricity/CO calculation in Fig. 8. The sensitivity analysis
shows that the amount of GSM hardware; microcircuits weight
( ), surface layers of printed board ( ), and silicon chip surface
( ) contribute most to the significance followed by the GSM
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ECPR technology is more electricity efficient than CL in producing one layer of copper on a silicon wafer having a diameter
of 20.32 cm. The conclusion is that the longer service time of
a cordless DECT phone is reflected in an electricity/CO comparison with a GSM phone, if use in an office is considered.
Reasonable uncertainty intervals used for the input life cycle inventory data for the studied DECT/GSM and ECPR/CL system
does affect the outcome of calculation of emission of CO but
not to the degree that conclusions are not valid.
VII. FURTHER WORK
Fig. 8. Dependence of GSM phone service time on CO
compared to the DECT phone.

emissions as

speech time L2. This is due to the two-year GSM phone service
time assumed in this sensitivity calculation. If other GSM phone
service times are chosen other factors could contribute more.
For the ECPR/classical photolithography based microscale metallization (CL) study the results reflects the fewer number of
process steps and the lower electricity consumption needed by
the ECPR to reach the functional unit. The sensitivity analysis
shows that the electricity consumption in the hard-baking step
CL7 contributes most to the significance followed by the electricity consumption in the soft-baking step CL3. The difference
in results is large enough to be able to draw conclusions, as the
processes with the highest electricity consumption within the
system boundaries have been determined. Electricity consumption for clean rooms has not been included as it is judged to be
the same for ECPR and CL as both processes need clean rooms.
The similarity of operating principles for these processes has
also been determined.
It has not been investigated how different probability distributions for the input data may affect the results. The DECT/GSM
comparison is more uncertain as the difference in the base line
result is smaller than the ECPR/CL. Even so it is not realistic
the input data uncertainty would be so large that no conclusion
could be drawn.
The CL need more process steps to achieve the same result
and this research has put a figure to the electricity efficiency of
the ECPR. It is doubtful the CL could be better than ECPR if
another functional unit would have been chosen, e.g., building
more layers or system expansion. Other excluded ECPR environmental aspects are the master electrode manufacturing and
other ancillary equipment related manufacturing processes.
VI. CONCLUSION
A straightforward method to include uncertainty for input LC
inventory data based on earlier work has been used to quantify the influence of realistic errors for input data in two electronic applications. When reasonable uncertainty intervals was
attached to input data it was established that it is for certain to
100% probability that the ECPR is better than classical photolithography based microscale metallization (CL) from an electricity point of view within the system boundaries. The assumption that the DECT phone having an eight-year service time was
better than a GSM phone having a two-year service time could
be verified as well to a 90% probability. The conclusion is the

The system boundaries may be narrow and if the material
consumption figures would be added to the calculation of
classical photolithography based microscale metallization
(CL)/ECPR processes it should only enhance the advantage of
the ECPR, but it would enhance the environmental importance
of material consumption and waste generation.
The functional unit discussion is not ended regarding for
the DECT/GSM comparison. Different uncertainty intervals
and probability distributions could apply for different types
of data and the interrelated input data dependence should be
investigated.
Today there exist very few life cycle inventory (LCI) data
with the range of uncertainty for input and output elements. It
must be emphasized that the upcoming LCI databases should be
standard deviation characterized just like the Swiss ecoinvent
database. [24].
More inventory parameters and probability distributions characteristic for microsystems could be included and error analysis should be applied to future life inventory methodology,
especially for future packaging concepts such as system-in-apackage and system-on-a-chip comparisons.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix , the MATLAB codes to get Figs. 6 and 7
and Tables III and IV are given.
A. MATLAB Code in m-file dg2new to Get Fig. 6
function dg2new
%This program makes a graph of the number
of random numbers generated from
%a lognormal distribution versus the difference in emission of CO2 between
%a DECT phone and a GSM phone when random
errors are set to the input data.
%The number of random errors on the -axis
can be interpreted as a
%probability in %. I.e. 500 is the median
when 1000 random numbers are
%generated. In this scenario the GSM phone
has the two-year service time as
%compared to the DECT phones eight years,
and the GSM hardware is replaced 8/2
times.
;
%electricity consumption PWB final
assembly
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;

;
median

%CO2 emission 1 MJ electricity

;

;

;

%CO2 emission 1 MJ electricity

sort
;

%electricity consumption IC final
assembly
;
%electricity consumption IC wafer processing per mm2
;
%weight of IC’s in DECT phone
;
%number of m2*layers in the DECT phone
;
%number of mm2 Si in DECT
;%MJ
electricity for the DECT use phase
; %speech hours per day for
the DECT phone
; %idle hours per day for
the DECt phone
;%battery capacity (Ah)
for DECT
; %maximum speech time (h)
for the DECT
;%voltage (V) for the
DECT phone
;%maximum standby time
(h) for the DECT phone
;%weight
of IC’s in GSM phone
;
%number of m2*layers in the GSM phone
;%number
of mm2 Si in GSM
;%battery capacity (Ah)
for GSM
;%speech
time (h) for the GSM
;%voltage (V) for the GSM
phone
;
%standby time (h) for the GSM phone
;%number of seconds
in
;%number of seconds
in

mean

;

;
plot
title(’DECT phone versus GSM phone’);
xlabel(’ , Outcome of calculation [g
is
CO2]’);ylabel(’Probability in% that
less than the value on the -axis’).

B. MATLAB Code in m-file ec.m to Get Fig. 7
function ec
%This program makes a graph of the number
of random numbers generated from
%a lognormal distribution versus the difference in emission of CO2 between
%a ECPR compared to classical photolithography
%based microscale metallization (CL) when
random errors are set to the input data.
%The number of random errors on the -axis
can be interpreted as a
%probability in %. I.e. 500 is the median
when 1000 random numbers are
%generated.
; %electricity consumption CL photo resist application
; %electricity consumption CL photo resist treatment
;
%electricity consumption CL soft baking
; %electricity consumption CL UV light exposure
;
%electricity consumption CL prebaking
; %electricity consumption CL development
;
%electricity consumption hard baking
; %electricity consumption CL plating
; %electricity consumption CL stripping
;
%electricity consumption ECPR Cu deposition on master
;
%electricity consumption ECPR pressing of
master and substrate
; %g CO2
emitted per kJ electricity produced (European average)
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; %g
CO2 emitted per kJ electricity produced
(European average)

;
;
;
;
;

mean
;
median

;
;
;

sort

;

;
plot
title(’ECPR versus CL’);
xlabel(’ , Outcome of calculation [g
CO2]’);ylabel(’Probability in% that
less than the value on the -axis’).

;
while

;

is

C. MATLAB Code in m-file nrdgnewa.m to Get the Critical
Error Factor for A in Table III
function nrdgnewa
%This program calculates the so called
critical error factor (CEF) for different
%input parameter values in the equation
for . The CEF is a measure of the sensitivity
%of a priority between two alternatives to
an input parameter value . It
%is calculated as the ratio of the crit, i.e., variation in
ical error
%required to change a priority, over the
. The
value of .
%program uses Newton’s method as the
problem can be seen as finding
. The problem
%roots to the equation
can be seen as: By which number does
%the input parameter value have to be mul?
tiplied to make
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

;
;
end
D. MATLAB Code in m-file nrec.m to Get the Critical Error
Factor for CL9 in Table IV
function nrec
%This program calculates the so called
critical error factor (CEF) for different
%input parameter values in the equation
for . The CEF is a measure of the sensitivity
%of a priority between two alternatives to
an input parameter value, . It
%is calculated as the ratio of the crit, i.e variation in
ical error
%required to change a priority, over the
value of .
. The
%program uses Newton’s method as the
problem can be seen as finding
. The problem
%roots to the equation
can be seen as: By Which number does
%the input parameter value have to be mul?
tiplied to make
;
;
;
;
;
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;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

;

;
while

;

;
;
end
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